Abstract. White blood cells (WBCs
Introduction
The automatic analysis of blood smear images for detection of white blood cells (WBCs) has gained significant importance in medical diagnostics. In contrast to manual examination (performed by hematologists), the computerized analysis provides efficiency as it reduces the time complexity and fatigue to a great extent [1] , [2] . However, the accuracy of WBC detection is highly dependent on the cell shape, size, texture, color and localization.
WBC detection based on set of features depends on the training samples [2] . Iterative Otsu thresholding detects staining spots along-with WBC [3] . Contrast enhancement (using intensity stretching techniques) and segmentation (based on hue, saturation, intensity model) improve the visibility and decompose the leukemia images into blast and nucleus parts [4] . Unsupervised k-means clustering along with contrast enhancement and the color transformation has been used for segmentation of cytoplasm and nucleus regions [5] . WBC detection has been considered as circle fitting problem in [6] and electromagnetism-like optimization algorithm has been used. The idea is further modified considering it as an ellipse fitting problem optimized using differential evolution (DE) technique [7] , [8] . In [11] , an imaging system based upon acousto-optic tunable filter has been proposed to detect the WBCs. However, the existing methods [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , [11] have limited accuracy in the detection of overlapping cells. In [12] , a circle detection algorithm has been used to count red blood cells (RBCs) and WBCs. The method is able to detect a certain degree of overlapping cells but fails to detect highly cluttered cells. In [13] , a hybrid system using random forest and fuzzy logic has been proposed to calculate the number of WBCs in blood samples. However, the blood smear images used for the detection purpose contain a single WBC only and multiple overlapped WBCs have not been taken into account. Radial-based cell formation algorithm [14] detects overlapping RBCs and cervical cells but it has not yet been tested on overlapping WBCs in blood smear images. Automatic counting and classification of WBCs based upon morphological features in [15] can not detect irregular and overlapped WBCs accurately. In [16] , edge detection and watershed segmentation (WS) have been utilized to separate overlapping WBCs but mostly the separation of overlapping WBCs suffers from over-segmentation even after the application of post-processing steps. The post-processing steps used include erosion and dilation with a structuring element of size 2, which fails to provide accurate segmentation in case of maximum overlapped WBCs. Moreover, RBCs and platelets have also been segmented from the input images for blood count. In [18] , blood cells segmentation has been proposed using a variant of watershed transform i.e, minimum area watershed and circle radon transformation (CRT). The proposed method results into over-segmented WBCs and the testing image set does not include overlapped, edge touching cells. In [17] , an automated scheme for WBCs analysis from microscopic input images using circular hough transform (CHT) has been proposed. However, in case of maximum overlapped and clustered WBCs, the proposed technique fails to provide accurate count of WBCs. In [19] , the abundant information carried by the hyper spectral images has been utilized for WBCs segmentation and classification purpose. However, the proposed scheme mainly focuses on the classification of WBCs and consider images containing a single WBC.
An efficient and automatic WBCs detection technique for complex blood smear images has been proposed. The proposed scheme has been based upon the segmentation, edge map extraction and circle fitting algorithm. It is capable of detecting both separated and overlapped WBCs. Simulation results compared with the state-of-the-art techniques verify the accuracy and robustness of proposed scheme.
Proposed Methodology
Let X (l) be the l th color band of input image having dimensions U ×V , where l = 1, 2, 3 represents red, green and blue, u = 1, 2, . . . , U and v = 1, 2, . . . , V are number of rows and columns respectively. The gray-scale image X has been obtained as
The gray-scale image has been passed through a multilevel Otsu thresholding to obtain two threshold values i.e.,
The main idea of multi-level thresholding is to maximize the inter-class variance function in order to estimate the optimal threshold level for the image. Multi-level Otsu thresholding algorithm helps to identify different clusters (i.e isolating WBCs from the background). An optimal threshold has been computed using the Multi-level Otsu algorithm, which is further utilized to isolate WBCs from the background.
The resultant image W is a binary image. Let φ b (u, v) and ψ b (u, v) represent area and convex area of the b th connected component located at (u, v) th location, the binary mask for separating single cells is
where ζ is a constant parameter which represents threshold (empirically selected as 0.85). All the connected components having a solidity value greater than a pre-determined threshold have been considered as separated WBCs while the components having solidity value smaller than a predetermined threshold have been regarded as grouped WBCs.
The image containing single cell G 1 is
where ⊗ is binary AND operator. Similarly the binary mask for separating grouped cells is
The image containing grouped cell G 2 is
For the segmentation purpose, marker-controlled watershed transform has been applied on G 2 to separate the grouped cells. Let D be the distance transform computed using chess board distance and G 3 be the output image (containing separated cells after watershed transform), i.e. 
The G 1 and G 3 images have been combined to construct an overall image i.e. G = G 1 + G 3 . In next step, the edge map has been extracted using morphological operations, i.e.
where ς is structuring element and is erosion operator. Erosion operator (disk shaped structuring element of size 5) has been used to minimize the noise and the non-relevant structures in the resulting image. Edge map image E has been utilized further for circle fitting which is useful to detect overlapped and deformed cells with a complete cell contour. For this purpose, circle fitting algorithm has been used where a circle has been fitted over each WBC and absolute error between edge map and fitted circle has been minimized.
The number of iterations required for circle fitting has not been fixed and it has been considered to be dynamic depending upon the correspondence between the edge map pixels and WBC radius. Mainly iterations depend on two factors i.e. the number of edge pixels in the edge map image for each cell and the distance between the pixels of the candidate circle and the edge map of each cell in each iteration.
Step 1: Consider the binary edge map image of each cell and denote the edge map pixels for each WBC as P i = P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , . . . , P n where P i is the edge map of one WBC.
Step 2: Define a parameter fail which represent the circles which are unfit on the WBC. Initially this parameter is set to be at 0. The algorithm perform iterations for each WBC edge map pixels i.e. P 1 to P n .
Step 3: Randomly select four edge pixels on the edge map of WBC, from which four candidate circles will be formed. Calculate the distance between the boundary of the candidate circle and edge map pixels for each WBC, which is regarded as circle fitting error. Select that candidate circle as selected circle, which contains highest number of edge map pixels on it's boundary.
Step 4: If none of the candidate circles are fit over the edge map precisely, then fail parameter will be incremented by 1 for each failure case i.e. fail= fail + 1. Then the algorithm proceed towards Step 3 to find other circles.
Results and Discussion
To evaluate the performance, the proposed and existing DE [8] , WS [16] , CHT [17] , CRT [18] schemes have Noise Type Technique DR (%) FAR (%) None WS [16] 82.23 % 12.00 % CHT [17] 75.09 % 16.66 % DE [8] 70.10 % 13 % CRT [18] 78.02 % 14.12 % Proposed 97.10 % 7.80 % Salt & Pepper (5 %)
WS [16] 79.00 % 10.22 % CHT [17] 68.56 % 16.78 % DE [8] 68.00 % 11.46 % CRT [18] 73 been simulated on ALL-IDB [9] and ASH image bank [10] databases. The databases contain a total of 384 WBC images including some overlapping cases. We have mainly focused on the blood smear images having cluttered and overlapping WBCs for the testing purpose. The quantitative comparison has been performed using detection rate (DR) and false alarm rate (FAR). DR has been defined as the ratio of the number of WBCs detected (using proposed or existing scheme) to the number of WBCs counted by the expert (high value of DR is better). FAR has been defined as the ratio of the number of objects which are wrongly detected as WBCs to the number of WBCs counted by the expert (lower value of FAR is better). Fig. 2(b) and 2(e) is unable to detect some WBCs, whereas the proposed scheme in Fig. 2 (c) and 2(f) detects almost all the WBCs. Table 1 shows the quantitative comparison for the existing DE [8] , WS [16] , CHT [17] , CRT [18] and proposed schemes. The comparison with CRT [18] might be unfair since their segmentation mainly focuses on RBCs rather than WBCs. It can be viewed that the proposed approach provides better DR and FAR as compared with DE [8] , WS [16] , CRT [18] and CHT [17] even in presence of noise.
Conclusion
This paper has proposed a method to automate the segmentation and counting of WBCs using iterative structured circle fitting algorithm. The proposed scheme mainly uses segmentation and edge map extraction as preprocessing steps. Circle fitting algorithm has been used to detect both separated and overlapped WBCs. Simulation results compared with the existing techniques verify the accuracy and robustness of proposed scheme.
